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Input and Output Interface 

Any application of a microprocessor based system requires the transfer of 

data between external device to the microprocessor and microprocessor to the 

external device. Users can send information to the microprocessor based system 

using keyboard and users can see the result or output information with the help 

of display device. The transfer of data between keyboard and microprocessor or 

microprocessor and display is called input/output (I/O) data transfer, this data 

transfer is done via I/O ports. 
 

 

Input Port 

It is used to read data from the input device such as keyboard. The 

simplest form of input port is a buffer. The chip 74LS244 contains eight buffers 

and is used as an 8-bit input port. The input device is connected to the 

microprocessor through the buffer shown in the figure below. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the microprocessor wants to read data from the input device (keyboard) 

the control signals from the microprocessor activates the buffer through the 

enable (  ̅̅̅̅ ) pin.  

 

Output Port 

It is used to send data from the microprocessor to the output device such 

as display. The simplest form of the output port is a latch. The chip 74LS373 as 
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shown below, contains eight latches (D flip-flops) and is used as an 8-bit output 

port. The output device is connected to the 8086µP through the 74LS373 latch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the microprocessor wants to send to the output device it puts the data on 

the data bus and activates the EN of the latch. 

 

I/O interfacing Techniques 

In 8086µP, the signal     ̅̅ ̅ is used either to select memory or I/O device. 

The 8086µP outputs logic '0' on the     ̅̅ ̅ line for an I/O operation and logic '1' 

for memory operation. In 8086µP, it is possible to connect 64K I/O ports in the 

system since 8086µP can send 16-bit address (A0 – A15) for I/O. The 8086µP 

sends 8-bit (A0 – A7) or 16-bit (A0 – A15) I/O address depending on the 

addressing mode. If the address is 8-bit, the 8086µP can select one of 256 I/O 

ports (00H – FFH). If the address is 16-bit, the 8086µP can select one of 65536 

I/O ports (0000H – FFFFH).  

The following steps have to be followed to interface a general I/O device with 

the microprocessor: 

1. Connect the data bus of the microprocessor with the data bus of the I/O 

port. 

2. Generate the address by decoding the required address and use it as a chip 

select of the device. 

  ̅̅ ̅̅  
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3. Use a suitable control signal     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  and/or     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  to identify the 

operation.  

The 8086µP employs two different types of input/output (I/O): Isolated I/O and 

Memory-mapped I/O.  These I/O methods differ in how I/O ports are mapped 

into the 8086's address spaces. 

 

Isolated Input / Output 

1. The I/O devices are treated separate from memory.  

2. I/O ports are organized as bytes of data.  

3. The memory address space contains 1Mbyte addresses in the range 

00000H, through FFFFFH. 

4.  The I/O address space contains 64Kbyte addresses in the range 0000H 

through FFFFH as shown in figure below. 

 The way in which the microprocessor deals with input/output devices is 

similar to the way in which it deals with memory. The only difference is that just 

the 16 least significant lines of the address bus, A0 - A15, are in use (because I/O 

addresses are 16 bit long). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memory Mapped I/O 
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The address space dedicated to I/O devices is a part of the memory. 

Addresses E0000H - E0FFFH → 4096 memory locations are assigned to I/O 

ports. E0000H, E0001H, and E0002H correspond to byte-wide ports 0, 1, and 2. 

E0000H and E0001H correspond to word-wide port 0 at address E0000H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Input and Output Instructions 

1. Input and output instructions can send data from the accumulator (AL or 

AX) to output ports or bring data from input ports into the accumulator.  

2. In accessing ports, we can use an 8-bit or 16-bit data port. 

3. The 8-bit port uses the D0 - D7 data bus to communicate with I/O devices, 

while 16-bit port uses the D0 – D15 data bus. 

4. The 8-bit address allows 256 input ports and 256 output ports, while 16-bit 

address allows 65635 ports. 

5.  The 8-bit port address is carried on address bus A0 - A7 (00H – FFH), while 

16-bit address is carried on address bus A0 – A15 (0000H – FFFFH). 

 

Input / Output instructions (IN and OUT) have the following formats: 

         Inputting Data                         Outputting Data  

(1)    IN AL , 8-bit port#                    OUT 8-bit port# , AL     ; 8-bit data transfer 

         IN AX , 8-bit port#                   OUT 8-bit port# , AX    ;16-bit data transfer 

(2)    MOV  DX , 16-bit port#           MOV DX , 16-bit port# 

         IN AL , DX                              OUT DX , AL                 ; 8-bit data transfer 

         IN AX , DX                              OUT DX , AX               ;16-bit data transfer 
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Examples 

1. MOV AL , 36H        ; AL=36H 

          OUT 43H , AL         ; send value 36H to port address 43H 

 

2. MOV  DX , 300H    ; DX = port address 300H 

          MOV  AL , 55H 

          OUT  DX , AL 

 

3. In a given 8088-based system, port address 22H is an input port for 

monitoring the temperature. Write Assembly language instructions to 

monitor that port continuously for the temperature of 100 degrees. If it 

reaches 100
o
, loads ‘Y’ into BH register. 

Solution: 

BACK:   IN AL , 22H                ; get the temperature from port # 22H 

               CMP AL , 100             ; is temp = 100? 

                          JNZ  BACK                 ; if not, keep monitoring 

                          MOV  BH , 'Y'             ; temp = 100, load ‘Y’ into BH 

                          HLT 

H.W: Repeat the above instructions to control the case of the temperature is 

exceed 100. 

4. The following program sends values 55H and AAH to I/O port address 

300H (a 16-bit port address); the program toggles the bits of port address 

300H continuously. 

BACK: MOV DX, 300H            ; DX = port address 300H 

             MOV AL, 55H 

             OUT DX, AL                             ; toggle the bits 

             MOV AL, 0AAH 

                       OUT DX, AL                              ; toggle the bits 

             JMP BACK 

 

 

 

Interfacing 8-bit Input Port 
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The 8086µP accepts 8-bit or 16-bit data from the input port. The figure below 

shows the circuit diagram to interface input port (buffer) which is used to read 

the status of 8 switches. The address for this input device is E0H as device select 

signal. 

The following program checks whether the switch SW1 is ON or not. 

IN AL , E0H     ; read the status of all switches  

AND AL , 01H   

JZ   NEXT  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H.W.: Repeat the above circuit by using NOR gates instead of NAND gates. 

Estimate the address of the port that can deal with this change. 

 

Example:  

Interface an input port to read the status of 8 switches, when each switch is ON 

it inputs logic '1' else inputs logic '0'. Store the result in register BL. The address 

of the port is 0740H. 

Solution: 

The assembly language program (ALP) is as follows: 

MOV DX , 0740H 

IN AL , DX  

MOV BL , AL 

HLT   

The hardware interface circuit is shown in figure below. 
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H.W.: Repeat the above circuit by using NOR gates instead of NAND gates. 

Estimate the address of the port that can deal with this change. 

 

Interfacing 16-bit Input Port  

The figure below shows the interfacing of a 16-bit input port which is used to 

read the status of 16 switches. The port address is E0H. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

H.W.: Write ALP of the above cct. 

 

 

 

Interfacing Output Port  
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The 8086μP sends 8-bit or 16-bit data to the output port according to the 

instruction used for data transfer. The figure below shows the circuit diagram to 

interface 8-bit output port which is used to send signals to 8 LEDs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H.W.: Write the ALP of this cct. 

 

The figure below shows the circuit diagram used to interface 16-bit output port. 

Two latches are used to connect 16 LEDs with the 8086µP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The figure below shows the combined circuit for I/O interfacing. For this circuit 

the address of the input port is F0H and the address of the output port is F2H. 

The following program displays the status of the switches on the LEDs. 
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IN F0H    ; read the status of the switches 

OUT F2H   ; send the status of the switches on the output port. 
 

                                       A7  A6  A5   A4   A3  A2  A1  A0 

Input port address:         1     1     1    1    0    0     0    0  →   F0H 

Output port address:      1     1     1    1    0    0     1    0  →   F2H 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H.W.: Write an ALP for this cct. 

H.W.: Repeat the above cct for two input ports and two output ports (8 bits 

each). The addresses for each port are: 

F0H and F2H for the input ports 

F4H and F6H for the output ports 

 

 

 

Example: Using 74LS373 output port and 7-segment display, design a seconds 

counter that counts from 0 to 9. Draw the suitable circuit diagram and write the 

ALP. Assume that a delay of 1 sec is available as a subroutine "DELAY" and 

the address of the output port is E0H. 

Solution: 
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MOV AL , 00H 

           XX:  OUT  0E0H , AL 

CALL DELAY 

INC AL 

CMP AL , 0AH 

JNZ  XX 

The hardware schematic diagram is as shown below. Common cathode 7-

segment display with a BCD to 7-segment decoder are used. The ALP calls the 

subroutine "DELAY" to generate a delay of 1 sec. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

H.W.: There is a simple mistake in this cct. What is it? 

 

 

H.W.: Design an interface of an input port with address FF00H to read the 

status of 8 switches, and an output port with address FF03H to display the status 

of each switch using 7-segment common cathode display. Write the required 

ALP. 

 

Memory and Memory Address Decoding 

A memory device can be viewed as a single column table as shown 

below. Table index (row number) refers to the address of the memory. Table 

entries refer to the memory contents or data. Each table entry is referred as a 
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memory location.  Both the memory address and the memory contents are 

binary numbers, expressed in most cases in Hex format.  The size of a memory 

device is specified as the number of memory locations.  

For example a (1Kbyte x 8) memory device has 1024 memory locations, with a 

width of 8 bits.  

 

 

 

 

 

A memory device must have three types of lines or connections: Address, Data, 

and Enable & Control.  

 Address Lines: The input lines that select a memory location within the 

memory device. Decoders are used, inside the memory chip, to select a 
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specific location. The number of address pins on a memory chip specifies 

the number of memory locations.  

If a memory chip has 13 address pins (A0 - A12), then then the size is: 

  2
13

 = 2
3
 x 2

10
 = 8 Kbyte.  

If a memory chip has 4Kbytes, then it has N pins:  

2
N
 = 4 Kbyte = 2

12
 → N = 12 address pins (A0 - A11) 

 Data Connections: All memory devices have a set of data output pins 

(for ROM devices), or input/output pins (for RAM devices).    

 Enable and Control Connections: All memory devices have at least one 

Chip Select (CS) or Chip Enable (CE) input, used to select or enable the 

memory device.  If a device is not selected or enabled then no data can be 

read from, or written into it.  

The CS or CE input is usually controlled by the microprocessor through the 

higher address lines via an address decoding circuit. RAM chips have two 

control input signals that specify the type of memory operation: The Read (RD) 

and the Write (WR) signals. ROM chips can perform only memory read 

operations, thus there is only read (RD) signal. In most real ROM devices, the 

read signal is called the Output Enable (OE) signal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memory Read Operations 

A memory read operation is carried out in the following steps:  

 The processor loads the address of the memory location to be read on the 

Address bus (Step 1).  

 

                                                  RAM                                                                          ROM 
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 The processor activates the Read signal (  ̅̅̅̅̅) (Step 2).  

 The selected memory device loads on the data bus the content of the 

memory location specified by the address bus (Step 3).  

 The processor reads the data from the data bus, and resets the RD signal 

(Step 4).  

 

 

 

*  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memory Write Operations 

A memory write operation is carried out in the following steps:  

 The processor loads the address of the memory location on the Address 

bus (Step 1).  

 The processor loads the data to be written on the data bus (Step 2). 
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 The processor activates the Write (WR) signal (Step 3). 

 The data at the data bus is stored in the memory location specified by the 

address bus (Step 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of Semiconductor Memory Devices 

There are two basic types of a semiconductor memory: 

Read Only Memory (ROM) Random Access Memory (RAM) 
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 A memory device that maintains 

its data permanently (or until the 

device is reprogrammed). 

 Non-volatile: It maintains its data 

even without power supply.  

 Used to store programs such as the 

BIOS.  

 A ROM device can be:  

 1. Masked ROM  

 2. Programmable ROM 

 

 A memory device that can be 

read and written.  

 Volatile: It loses its data when 

the power supply is switched-off  

 Used to store user programs that 

are loaded from a secondary 

memory (disk) and temporary 

data used by programs such as 

variables and arrays.  

 A RAM device can be:  

1. Static RAM (SRAM)  

2. Dynamic RAM (DRAM)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of RAMs 
There are two basic types of RAMs: 
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Static RAM (SRAM):  

 The basic element of a static RAM 

cell is the D-Latch.  

 Data remains stored in the cell until 

it is intentionally modified.  

 SRAM is fast (Access time: 1ns).  

 SRAM needs more space on the 

semiconductor chip than DRAM. 

 SRAM more expensive than 

DRAM  

 SRAM consumes power only when 

accessed.  

 SRAM is used as a cache memory 

inside the processor. 

Dynamic RAM (DRAM):  

 DRAM stores data in the form of 

electric charges in capacitors.  

 Charges leak out, thus need to 

refresh data every few msec.  

 DRAM is slow (Access time: 60ns).  

 DRAM needs less space on the 

semiconductor chip than SRAM.  

  DRAM less expensive than SRAM. 

 DRAM needs to be refreshed.  

 DRAM is used as the main memory.  

 

Types of ROMs: 

 Masked ROM: is programmed by the manufacturer. 

 Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) : are programmed during 

manufacturing process. The contents of each memory cell is locked by a 

fuse (diodes). PROMs are used for permanent data storage. 

 Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM) : there is a 

possibility to erase EPROM with ultra-violet light (about 20 minutes).  

 

 Electrically erasable read only memory (EEPROM) - erasing does not 

require ultra-violet light but higher voltage and can be applied not to the 

whole circuit but to each memory cell separately. Flash memory is an 

example of EEPROM. 

 

Address Decoding 
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The physical address space, or memory map, of a microprocessor refers to 

the range of addresses of memory locations that can be accessed by the 

microprocessor. The size of the address space depends on the number of address 

lines of the microprocessor.  

At least two memory devices are required in a microprocessor system: 

one ROM and one RAM.  In an 8088/8086 the high addresses in the memory 

map should always be occupied by a ROM, while the low addresses in the 

memory map should always be occupied by a RAM.  

Address decoding is required in order to enable the connection of more 

than one memory device on the microprocessor. More than one memory device 

can be used to expand (increase) the number of memory locations on the system.  

The following steps have to be followed to design a memory map:  

 Determine the number of memory chips required, by dividing the required 

memory size with the size of the memory devices to be used.  

 Connect the data lines of each memory chip in parallel on the data lines of 

the processor.  

 Connect the address lines of each memory chip in parallel with the low 

address lines of the processor. 

 Connect the   ̅̅̅̅  lines of each memory device with the high address lines 

of the processor through an address decoding circuit. 

 Connect together all   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ and    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅lines of each memory device.  

The following example is assumed that the processor has only 7 address lines 

(A0 – A6), thus it can address 2
7 

= 128 memory locations. The data lines are 4 

(D0 – D3). The size of the RAM used in the system is 32 locations (4 chips of 8 

locations), then 3 address lines (A0 – A2) are used to address the 8 locations of 

each RAM chip. There are 4 address lines (A3 – A6) used as chip select. 

The memory block occupied by the memory module depends on the connection 

of the address selection circuit (AND gate) that enables the decoder.  
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Two address lines are used to control the address selection circuit; thus, the 

circuit can be configured to occupy four different areas in the address space. 

  

 

 

 

Address Decoding Circuits Using Only NAND Gates  
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 A single NAND gate is used to decode each memory device. The inputs of 

the NAND gate can be connected on the address lines either directly, or 

through inverters, according to the required memory map.  

 This method has the advantage that it adds a short time delay in the memory 

path.  

 The disadvantage of this circuit is that too many gates (NAND and NOT) are 

needed for memory systems that have a few memory chips. This increases 

the cost of the system, adds to the complexity of the PCB board (too many 

chips and lines). 

The figure below shows a memory map of two memory chips. Lines A0 – A14 

are connected to each chip and lines A15 – A19 are connected to NAND gates to 

generate the   ̅̅̅̅  signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Address Decoding Circuits Using decoders and a NAND Gate 
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 One or more-line decoders such as the 74LS139 (2 x 4 decoder) or the 

74LS138 (3 x 8 decoder) are used to decode (enable) one out of a number 

of memory device. The   ̅̅̅̅  inputs of the decoders are enabled by a NAND 

gate, according to the required memory map.  

 This decoding circuit has the disadvantage that it adds at least three gate 

delays in the memory path.  

 The advantage of this circuit is that less gates (NAND, NOT and 

decoders) are needed for memory systems that have a number memory 

chips. 

The figure below shows a memory map of 8 memory chips. The decoding 

circuit has one decoder, one inverter and one NAND gate. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: Show how a 128 Kbyte RAM module can be connected on an 

8088µP using SRAM chips 32Kbyte, occupying the address range starting from 

C0000H. Use the following address decoding circuits:   
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 NAND gates        

 Line decoders 

Solution: 

Number of chips needed:  128K / 32K = 4 chips  

Number of address lines:  32K = 2
5
 * 2

10
 = 2

15
 → 15 address lines (A0 - A14)  

Lines A15 – A19 are used to generate the   ̅̅̅̅  signal 

The final address = the starting address + memory size - 1   

RAM1: final address = C0000H + 8000H – 1H = C7FFFH 

RAM2: final address = C8000H + 8000H – 1H = CFFFFH 

RAM3: final address = D0000H + 8000H – 1H = D7FFFH 

RAM4: final address = D8000H + 8000H – 1H = DFFFFH 

 

 Using NAND gates  

In this case the lines A15 – A19 are connected to four NAND gates with     ̅ 

control signal sent by the 8088µP to generate the   ̅̅̅̅  signal as shown below. 
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 Using a line decoder and a NAND GATE 

In this case, the lines A15 and A16 are input to the decoder to select one of 

the four chips, while the lines A17 – A19 and     ̅ signal are connected to 

a NAND gate to enable the decoder.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H.W.  

Show how a 32Kbyte ROM module can be connected on an 8088-system using 

2764 EPROM chips (8Kbyte), occupying the address range starting from 

E0000H. Use the following address decoding circuits:  

 NAND gates  

 A line decoder and a NAND gate  

 

RAM4 RAM3 RAM2 RAM1 
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Example:  

Design an 8Kbyte RAM module using 2Kbyte RAM chips. The module should 

be connected on an 8-bit processor with a 16-bit address bus, and occupy the 

address range starting from A000H. Show the circuit and the memory map. 

Solution: 

Number of memory devices needed = 8K / 2K = 4  

Number of address lines on each 2Kbyte memory chip = 11  

2Kbyte = 2
1
 x 2

10
 = 2

11
 → (A0 - A10)  

Two address lines are needed for the decoder → (A11, A12)  

The address lines A13 - A15 are input to the NAND gate to activate the decoder. 
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16-bit Microprocessors Memory Interfacing (8086µP)  

The 8086µP differs from the 8088µP in three ways:  

 The data bus is 16 bits wide instead of 8 bits as on the 8088 µP. 

 The     ̅ signal on the 8088 µP is replaced by the   ̅̅̅̅    on the 8086µP.  

 There is a    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (Bus High Enable) signal to enable the upper data bus 

lines (D8 - D15). The address line A0 behaves as the    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (Bus Low 

Enable) signal.  

 The memory is separated into two-512Kbyte banks: the High Bank (odd 

addresses) and the Low Bank (even addresses).  

 The 8086µP can access either the low bank (D0 - D7), or the high bank (D8 - 

D15), or both banks (D0 - D15).  
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Figure below shows how a byte transfer operation is performed to an even-

addressed storage location, A0 is set to logic 0 to enable the low bank of memory 

and    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is set to logic 1 to disable the high bank. Data are transferred to or 

from the lower bank over data bus lines D0 - D7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure below shows how a byte transfer operation is performed to an odd 

addressed storage location; A0 is set to logic 1 and    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ to logic 0. This enables 

the high bank of memory and disables the low bank. Data are transferred over 

bus lines D8 - D15, D8 represents the LSB. 
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Figure below illustrates how a word is accessed. Both the high and low banks 

are accessed at the same time. Both A0 and    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ are set to 0. This 16-bit word is 

transferred over the complete data bus D0 - D15 in just one bus cycle. 

 

 

 
 
To design memory interface circuit with the 8086µP, bank selection is 

accomplished in two ways: 

 Separate decoders are used for each bank of the memory. 

 More costly circuit (uses duplicate decoders). 

 But power saving on memory: Only required bank is enabled. 

 Separate write signal is generated to select a write signal to each bank of 

the memory. 

 Least circuit cost (No duplicate decoders). 

 But a bank is enabled even if not needed (increases power consumption). 
 

 Interfacing Using Separate Bank Decoders  

The figure below shows a memory map with 16-bit microprocessor 

(8086µP). Four memory chips of 32Kbyte are used, two of them represent the 

low bank and the other represent the high bank.  

The first decoder (left side) is enabled when A0 is zero, thus it is enable the even 

addresses. Thus, the data lines of the memory devices decoded by this decoder 

must be connected on the processor’s data lines D0 - D7.  
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The second decoder (right side) is enabled when    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is zero, thus it is enable 

the odd addresses. Thus, the data lines of the memory devices decoded by this 

decoder must be connected on the processor’s data lines D8 - D15.  

 

 

 

 Interfacing Using Separate Write Signals 

In this method the decoder always enables both banks. On a memory read 

operation, the data from both banks is loaded on the data bus. The 

microprocessor selects internally the appropriate bank, according to the 

instruction being executed. On a memory write operation, only the   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ signal of 

the appropriate bank is enabled; thus, data is copied only in the appropriate 

memory chip.  

By providing separate write signals, we require one decoder to select a 16-bit 

wide memory.  The signal    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is activated 

only when    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ and   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ both are activated; 

thus, it is used with memory chips from odd 

memory bank. The signal    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is activated 

only when A0 and   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  both are activated; thus, it is used with memory chip 

from even memory bank. 
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Note: It is not necessary to generate separate read signals for two memory 

banks. Read memory signal always put 16-bit data on the data bus, but the CPU 

reads data according to 8-bit read operation or 16-bit read operation. 

 

 

Example: Design an 8086µP based system 128Kbyte memory (64 Kbyte 

EPROM and 64 Kbyte RAM. Draw the complete schematic of the design 

indicating the address map. Assume the starting Address of the EPROM is 

30000H and for the RAM is 00000H. 

Solution:   

The design can be achieved by using two 32Kbyte EPROMs (one for odd bank 

and another for the even bank) and two 32Kbyte RAMs (one for odd bank and 

another for the even bank). 

Each RAM and EPROM chip needs 15 address lines A1 – A15 because 

32Kbyte=2
5
 * 2

10
 = 2

15
  

A0 and    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  are used to select even and odd memory banks respectively. 
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The memory map is as shown in the table below: 

 

A19 A18 A17 A16 A15A14A13A12 A11 A10 A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3  A2  A1 A0    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ Address Memory 

 0    0 

 0    0 

1    1 

1    1 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

  1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

30000H 

3FFFEH 

Even(Low) 

EPROM1 

 0    0 

 0    0 

1    1 

1    1 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

30001H 

3FFFFH 

Odd(High) 

EPROM2 

 0    0 

 0    0 

0    0 

0    0 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

  1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

00000H 

0FFFEH 

Even(Low) 

RAM1 

 0    0 

 0    0 

0    0 

0    0 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

  1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

00001H 

0FFFFH 

Odd(High)   

RAM2 

 

The schematic diagram is as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EPROM1 EPROM2 RAM1 RAM2 
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Example: Design an 8086µP based system 128Kbyte memory (64 Kbyte 

EPROM and 64 Kbyte RAM). Draw the complete schematic of the design 

indicating the address map. Assume the starting Address of the EPROM is 

F0000H and for the RAM is C0000H. 

Solution:   

Each RAM and EPROM chip needs 15 address lines A1 – A15 because 

32Kbyte=2
5
 * 2

10
 = 2

15
  

A0 and    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  are used to select even and odd memory banks respectively. 

The memory map is as shown in the table below: 

 

A19A18 A17A16 A15A14A13A12 A11 A10 A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3  A2  A1 A0    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ Address Memory 

1   1 

1   1 

1   1 

1   1 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

  1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

F0000H 

FFFFEH 

Even 

EPROM1 

1   1 

1   1 

1   1 

1   1 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

  1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

F0001H 

FFFFFH 

Odd 

EPROM2 

1   1 

1   1 

0   0 

0   0 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

  1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

C0000H 

CFFFEH 

Even RAM1 

1   1 

1   1 

0   0 

0   0 

  0   0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0    0   0   0   0   0   0 

  1   1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1    1   1   1   1   1   1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

C0001H 

CFFFFH 

Odd  RAM2 
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H.W: Design an 8086µP based system 256Kbyte memory (128 Kbyte EPROM 

and 128 Kbyte RAM), the size of the RAM and EPROM chips is 32 Kbyte. 

Draw the complete schematic of the design indicating the address map. Assume 

the starting Address of the EPROM is F0000H and for the RAM is 30000H. 


